
 

APPEARING DOLL by George Iglesias & Twister Magic

Introducing the ultimate Appearing Doll by George Iglesias! Calling all
magicians worldwide to step into the world of Barbie! Ride the wave of global
Barbie fever! This theme is red-hot worldwide, ensuring your act is not just
magical but also relevant to modern times.

Effect:

Show an empty doll box, close it and with a magic enchantment conjure a full-
sized Barbie or Ken or any other doll appears out of thin air, right before your
audience's eyes!

Why choose the Appearing Doll magic trick?

Here are the enchanting advantages that will leave you spellbound:

Social Media Buzz: in the age of social media, a Barbie-themed magic act is
highly shareable. Expect your audience to snap photos and videos of your
performance and share them online, increasing your exposure and reach.

Relevance: Barbie continues to evolve and stay relevant, adapting to the
changing times. By incorporating Barbie into your magic, you're showing that
your act is modern and in touch with current trends, making it more appealing to
contemporary audiences.

Memorable Magic: Your magic tricks should be unforgettable, and what better
way to achieve this than by weaving the allure of Barbie into your act? It leaves a
lasting impression, ensuring that your audience will remember your performance
for years to come.

Portability: It's a magician's dream! This compact wonder fits seamlessly into
your bag, say goodbye to bulky props! This trick packs flat, maximizing your
storage space and minimizing the hassle, making it the perfect companion for
your on-the-go gigs.

Durability: Crafted with great care, our Appearing Doll magic trick is built to
last.
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Revitalize a classic of magic with a modern twist! The Appearing Doll magic
trick is your secret weapon to amaze, astonish, and leave your audience begging
for more!

Don't miss out on the opportunity to elevate your magic game with this
sensational masterpiece.

DOLLS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

Box measurements when assembled:

Height: 36 cm (14.18 inches)
Length: 11 cm (4.33 inches)
Width: 8 cm (3.15 inches)
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